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*Important Notice: Item numbers that display an asterisk (*) reflect an item that will be discontinued or package change.

NEW UNIVERSAL MODEL!

Item # Width Width Overall Depth Height Height Product Carton Weight
(inside (inside Width (opened (highest (lowest Weight Shipping Limit
hand grip) back legs) at base) setting) setting) Weight

10253-1 17" 21" 25.5" 19.5" 38" 28" 7 lbs. 8 lbs. 300 lbs.

10253-4 17" 21" 25.5" 19.5" 38" 28" 7 lbs. 30.5 lbs. 300 lbs.

10210-4 17" 20" 25" 18" 39" 32" 7.5 lbs. 32.5 lbs. 350 lbs.

10211-4 17" 20" 24" 17.5" 32" 25" 7 lbs. 31.5 lbs. 350 lbs.

SPECIFICATIONS

10210-4

Deluxe Folding Walker, 
Two Button with 5" Wheels
10210-4 Adult, 5" Wheels, 4/cs
10211-4 Junior, 5" Wheels, 4/cs

FEATURES:
� Easy push-button mechanisms may be operated by fingers, 

palms or side of hand.
� Each side operates independently to allow easy movement 

through narrow spaces and greater stability while standing.
� Sturdy 1" diameter anodized, extruded aluminum construction 

ensures maximum strength while remaining lightweight.
� Vinyl contoured hand grip.
� Comes with wheels. For replacement wheels, refer to 

model # 10109.
� Includes rear glide caps, (item #10107) and glide covers 

(item #10107C) allowing use on all surfaces.
� Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Universal (Adult/Junior) 
Deluxe Folding Walker, 
Two Button with 5" Wheels
10253-1 Universal with 5" Wheels, 1/cs
10253-4 Universal with 5" Wheels, 4/cs

FEATURES:
� Walker height can be adjusted from 28" - 38".
� Two walkers in one.
� Side brace adjusts with height of walker to provide 

additional stability.
� Easy push-button mechanisms may be operated by 

fingers, palms or side of hand.
� Each side operates independently to allow easy movement 

through narrow spaces and greater stability while standing.
� Sturdy 1" diameter anodized, extruded aluminum construction 

ensures maximum strength while remaining lightweight.
� Vinyl contoured hand grip.
� Comes with wheels. For replacement wheels, refer 

to model #10128.
� Includes rear glide caps, (item #10107) and glide covers 

(item #10107C) allowing use on all surfaces.
� Patent Pending.
� Limited Lifetime Warranty.
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